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PCM3.1 AV 970
NTV-KIT217

Audio/Video input and VIM for
f 2010 and
d up Porsche
e Panamera
a and 2011 Porsche
P
Cayyenne vehicles equipped
d
with the
e PCM3.1 ra
adio.

Kit Contents

CAN Adapter Harness
NTV-HAR058

Male to male barrel
NTV-CON018

Radio T-Harness
NTV-HAR111

MOST Fiber
MOST In-Line Fiber NTV-ASY03
NTV-ASY195

USB Cable
NTV-CAB009

AV Interface

VTC-970 Filter

AV Harness
NTV-HAR055

Panamerra Radio Rem
moval

Reten
ntion Clips

1.
2
2.
3.
3
4.
4

Using a soft plastic pry tool, gently pry off the
e trim panel abovve the glove box.. Start at the botttom of the panel and work around
d and remove.
On the drive
er’s side, to the right of the steerin
ng column and to
o the left of the H
HVAC vent, gently pry off the trim panel.
Once both p
panels have been
n removed, find a
and identify 2 rettention clips on e
each side toward the back of each
h vent. Using a fflat blade
screwdriver or plastic tool, siimultaneously de
epress the clips w
while pulling out the vents.
With both ve
ents removed, re
emove 2 T27 TOR
RX screws on ea
ach side of the ra
adio, then pull the
e radio straight out.
o

C
Cayenne
Rad
dio Removal

Removal off Vent

To rem
move the vents you
y will need a pa
air of Ford radio removal keys.
1. Inside the ve
ent you will see 4 plastic clasps h
holding the ventss in
place. There
e will be 2 on eith
her side of the ve
ent.
2
2.
Insert the ford keys into the vent
v
with one sid
de on the left and
d
right (horizontally). The clasp
ps have an open
n back, so when tthe
key is inserted be sure that it goes through th
he clasp.
eys together to
3
3.
Once both kkeys are in place, squeeze the ke
y need to insert a plastic tool und
release the cclasps. You may
der
help “work” out th
he vent.
the vent to h
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Agreement: End user
u
agrees to use this product in com
mpliance with all Sttate and Federal law
ws. NAV-TV Corp. would not be held liable for misuse of
o its product.
If you
u do not agree, plea
ase discontinue use immediately and return product to place
p
of purchase.
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Installation
1.

Disconnect the factory 40 pin plug from behind the radio and plug it into
the supplied aftermarket 40 pin adapter harness.
2. Unplug the fiber optic cable from the factory 40 pin plug. * Assemble the
supplied fiber optic cable into the M.O.S.T. loop in the order pictured
below then reinsert the optic cable into the supplied 40 pin plug in the
same location as you removed it from on the factory connector (radio
side). Plug in the new fiber terminal into the supplied OPV-970 board.
3. On the OPV-970 power harness, find a reliable continuous power and
ground connection. Connection at the T-harness is recommended (All
connections should be soldered and insulated). Red is power and Black
is ground.
4. The supplied T-harness will have a pair of RCA’s plugged into each
other. Disconnect these two RCA’s
5. Connect the “VIDEO OUT” cable of the OPV to the RCA going towards
the radio (female).
6. Connect the “CAM IN” cable of the OPV to the RCA going towards the
car (male). #
7. Connect the external AV source to the OPV-970.
8. Plug the VTC-970 into the 8 pin Molex connector of the T-harness.
9. Insert the radio side of the supplied T-harness into the radio.
10. Test then reassemble.
*Follow the instructions to the right for proper assembly of the fiber optic lines.
# If installing the PCM3.1 CAM, the aftermarket camera plugs into the “CAM IN” cable of the
OPV.

12 Pin Molex wiring guide

12 Pin Molex connector image

Pin (1) Video out (high)
Pin (2) Video in (high)
Pin (4) Left audio (high)
Pin (3) Camera in (high)
Pin (5) Right audio (high)
Pin (6) Ground (Black wire)
Pin (7) Video out (low)
Pin (8) Video/CAM in (low)
Pin 10 Left/Right audio (low)
Pin (12) Constant +12volts In

Operation
Video in motion is automatic and doesn’t need any programming or
activation. Whenever an external video source is present, the radio will
always show an image.
To operate A/V input:
1. Press the source button.
2. Press the TV icon.
3. Once in the TV screen, tap above the preset icons in any blank
area to display the image.
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